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Preface  i 
 
 
 
 
 
Preface 
 
 
This thesis presents a selection of the research work performed during the Industrial 
Ph.d. study from 1
st
 of January 2012 until 31
st
 of December 2014. 
The project was conducted in collaboration with Networks Technology and Service 
Platforms group at the Department of Photonics Engineering, Technical University of 
Denmark (DTU) and NORDUnet A/S, under the supervision of Professor Lars 
Dittmann, Ph.d., Researcher Anna Manolova Fagertun, Ph.d., and NORDUnet Chief 
Development Officer Josva Kleist, Ph.d. 
The research presented in this thesis deals with the novel concept of elastic optical 
networks, the control plane implementations in support of elastic optical networks, as 
well as strategies for enhancing the energy efficiency in optical transport networks. 
The thesis consists of an introductory part to elastic optical networks and control 
plane implementation, a description of the methodology used for performing the 
research and a concluding part. Following the conclusions are the nine manuscripts 
prepared during the course of the Ph.d. study. 
A six-month external research stay took place at Bell Laboratories, Alcatel-Lucent in 
Paris, France, under the supervision of Dr. Annalisa Morea. 
This Ph.d. study, the external research stay and participation in international 
conferences were co-financed by the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and 
Science (Uddannelses- of Forskningsministeriet) and NORDUnet A/S, while access to 
simulation licenses and documentation was provided by the Technical University of 
Denmark (DTU). 
 
 
 
 
Lyngby, 22
nd
 of January 2015 
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Summary 
 
 
The goal of this Ph.d. project is to present and address selected challenges related to 
the increasing traffic demand and limited available capacity in core optical fiber 
infrastructure in parallel with tighter requirements of reducing energy consumption 
and operational costs. 
Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) concept is proposed as a solution to enable a more 
flexible handling of the optical capacity and allows an increase of available capacity 
over the existing optical infrastructure. 
One main requirement for enabling EONs is to have a flexible spectrum structure (i.e. 
Flex-Grid) which allows the spectrum to be used as an on-demand resource. Flex-
Grid raises new challenges for controlling the dynamic spectrum slots environment. 
This thesis addresses, as part of the Celtic project “Elastic Optical Networks” (EO-
Net), the control of Flex-Grid architectures by extending the capabilities of a GMPLS 
(Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching)-based control framework in 
accordance with existing IETF standards and recommendations. 
The usual approach of extending capacity in transport networks by incrementally 
adding more optical resources results in a very inefficient usage and determines a high 
power consumption. EONs offer the opportunity of deploying energy efficiency 
strategies, which benefit from the flexible nature of elastic optoelectronic devices. 
This thesis proposes and investigates different approaches for reducing power 
consumption based on EONs in realistic dynamic traffic scenarios. 
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Resumé  v 
 
 
 
 
 
Resumé 
 
Målet for denne Ph.d. afhandling er at præsentere og behandle udvalgte udfordringer i 
forbindelse med den øgede mængde trafikmængde og begrænsede tilgængelige 
kapacitet i  backbone optiske fiberinfrastrukturer set i lyset af behovet for at begrænse 
energiforbruget og de operationelle udgifter. 
Elastiske Optiske Netværk (EON) er koncept, der er foreslået som en måde at give en 
mere fleksibel håndtering af optisk kapacitet og således muliggøre en mere effektiv 
udnyttelse af kapaciteten i eksisterende optiske infrastrukturer.   
EON forudsætter en fleksibel struktur af det optiske spektrum (kaldet Flex-Grid) som 
tillader at spektrum kan anvendes efter behov. I Flex-Grid netværk er det en 
udfordring at kontrollere den dynamiske tildelig af spektrum. Denne afhandling 
undersøger, som del af ”Celtic projektet om Elastisk Optiske Netværk”, hvorledes 
Flex-Grid kan kontrolleres via udvidelser af ”Generalized Multi-Protocol Label 
Switching” (GMPLS) i henhold til IETF standarder og anbefalinger. 
Traditionel er udvidelser af transport netværk sket ved gradvist tilføjelse af optiske 
ressourcer; dette har resulteret i en meget ineffektiv udnyttelse og et uforholdsmæssigt 
højt energiforbrug. Den fleksibilitet, der følger ved brug EON, gør det muligt at 
anvende mere energi effektive strategier i de optisk-elektroniske kredsløb. Denne 
afhandlinger foreslår og undersøger EON strategier i forskellige virkelige dynamiske 
trafik senarier med henblik at nedbringe energiforbruget. 
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I. Thesis structure 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The core transport networks nowadays are dominated by optical transmission 
systems. There are various challenges experienced in optical transport networks today 
such as: a constant increase in the amount of transported traffic, a change from 
homogeneous to more heterogeneous characteristics of the requested optical 
connections and the physical limitation of the optical fiber in terms of available 
capacity. Moreover, since ICT is expected to reach 3% of the global CO2 emissions 
by 2020 [1], there is a significant interest towards designing more efficient optical 
infrastructure. 
A recently proposed solution to cope on short to medium term with the current 
challenges is the concept of elastic optical networks (EONs). EONs are based on the 
idea of enabling flexibility for different parameters associated to an optical connection 
such as: modulation format, symbol-rate, channel spacing, or forward error correction 
code (FEC). The main advantage and novelty brought by EONs is the ability to adapt 
the configuration of an optical channel to the specific requirements of a connection. 
Hence, by tuning the optical resources to the demand’s specifications, the transport 
network can act proactively when facing the future traffic demands. Moreover, 
dynamic reconfigurations are possible and they can address the traffic growth and 
predictable traffic fluctuations, which are a common characteristic for aggregated core 
transport links. 
In order to implement EONs capabilities on operational core optical networks, a set of 
challenges have to be addressed such as: the development and the standardization of 
elastic optoelectronic devices, the development of a control plane capable of handling 
elastic connections, as well as strategies for enhanced operations and power 
consumption optimization. Part of the work performed in this thesis was supported by 
the Elastic Optical Networks (EO-Net) Celtic project [2] where the different 
challenges related to the introductions of EONs were addressed. 
The introduction of flexible spectrum allocation, also called Flex-Grid, raises 
concerns regarding the scalability of a control framework in a dynamic elastic optical 
networks environment. In this thesis two protocols namely RSVP-TE (Resource 
Reservation Protocol – Traffic Engineering) and OSPF-TE (Open Shortest Path First 
– Traffic Engineering) are analyzed and extensions are proposed, implemented and 
evaluated in support of a Flex-Grid enabled architecture. The control plane framework 
considers a distributed GMPLS-based control plane implementation. 
Energy efficiency is an aspect widely studied in the past years at all network layers. 
Since the capacity challenges in core infrastructure started becoming an issue in the 
near past, the solution of providing extra capacity by incrementally adding more 
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optical resources is not scalable and it significantly impacts the power consumption 
and energy efficiency of a core transport infrastructure. Hence, new strategies based 
on the newly provided EONs capabilities have to be proposed and implemented in 
order to extend the capacity potential of current transport networks while optimizing 
the energy efficiency.  
 
1.1. Objectives 
 
The objectives of this thesis are to address the current challenges raised by the 
introduction and implementation of elastic optical networks concept in today’s 
network scenarios. Thus, the thesis follows the following research goals: 
 Understand and evaluate the benefits and challenges of introducing elastic 
optical networks; 
 Propose, implement and evaluate a control plane solution capable of handling 
elastic optical connections deployment with a focus on Flex-Grid 
architectures; 
 Propose, implement and evaluate a set of energy saving strategies which make 
use of the capabilities of elastic optical networks and based on the previously 
proposed control plane solution;  
 
 
1.2. Thesis overview 
 
The thesis format is described by a list of publications structure consisting of 6 
published research papers, one extended abstract and two ongoing research activities.  
Part I, Chapter 1 introduces the objectives of this research study and provides an 
overview of the thesis. A brief description of the performed research work and results 
associated to each of the publications are provided in Chapter 2.  
In Part II, the theoretical background behind the performed research study is detailed. 
Chapter 3 describes the current challenges in core optical transport networks as well 
as the need for introducing the concept of elastic optical networks. Chapter 4 reviews 
the technical details of elastic optical networks and introduces the Flex-Grid concept. 
In Chapter 5 the control plane implementations in support of elastic optical networks 
and Flex-Grid is detailed with an in-depth analysis of the GMPLS-based framework 
implementation and a review of software-defined networks (SDN)-based solutions. 
Chapter 5 introduces a set of approaches used for improving the energy efficiency 
based on elastic optical networks. 
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In Part III,  the methodology involved in the current thesis is detailed while the work 
has been mainly performed using a software-based discrete event-driven network 
simulator. 
Part IV concludes the research activities, analyses the achieved results and presents a 
set of observations for the studied challenges. 
The thesis ends with the enlisted research articles in the Appendices. 
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2. Contributions 
 
A brief description of the contribution within each of the published and ongoing work 
is provided as it follows. The detailed content associated to each publication and 
ongoing work is provided in the Appendices part of the thesis. 
 
2.1. GMPLS control plane extensions in support 
of Flex-Grid enabled elastic optical networks 
 
The work in this paper (Appendices, [A]) consists of detailing Flex-Grid extensions 
required for GMPLS implementation in OPNET Modeler – a discrete event-driven 
simulation tool. Thus, based on an initial distributed GMPLS control plane model 
available at DTU and implemented in OPNET Modeler, the focus was on developing 
and implementing additional extensions for the GMPLS protocol suite (RSVP-TE and 
OSPF-T). RSVP-TE extensions were implemented with the purpose of enabling the 
reservation of generalized labels format and corresponding spectrum slots selection 
procedures. OSPF-TE extensions were implemented with the purpose of enabling the 
creation of spectrum databases based on extended LSA (Link State Advertisement) 
sub-TLVs (Type Length Value fields) attributes. A set of distributed spectrum 
allocation schemes and strategies for dynamic routing algorithms in support of Flex-
Grid optical networks were evaluated based on the implemented model while 
validating its functionality. 
 
2.2. Evaluation of strategies for dynamic routing 
algorithms in support of Flex-Grid based GMPLS 
elastic optical networks 
 
The work in this paper (Appendices, [B]) focused on implementing and evaluating the 
proposed OSPF-TE extensions within GMPLS framework in support of Flex-Grid 
optical networks. The simulations show that the bitmap format of the sub-TLVs in the 
OSPF-TE LSAs is preferable, due to the limited load on the control plane, while it 
does not compromise significantly the performance. Moreover, two routing strategies 
were proposed and they emphasize the importance of collecting information about 
spectrum statuses in Flex-Grid networks. After evaluated on the NSF (National 
Science Foundation) network topology, results show that the “relaxation graph” 
strategy is able to provide up to 15% lower blocking for less loaded network while the 
“weighted graph” strategy is able to provide up to 70% lower blocking. 
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2.3. Traffic-aware Elastic Optical Networks to 
leverage Energy Savings 
 
The work in this paper (Appendices, [C]) is investigating possible energy savings, 
which can be provided by exploiting a traffic-aware elastic optical network in a 
predictable growing and fluctuating yearly traffic distribution. Hence, a GMPLS-
based control plane is implemented while dedicated RSVP-TE protocol extensions 
(i.e. Trigger messages) enable a dynamic reconfiguration of the optical channels 
according to the traffic fluctuations. A set of strategies is proposed and they are based 
on sleep-mode capabilities and data-rate adaptation of optoelectronic devices as well 
as grooming optical channels based on foreseen traffic variation and elastic 
capabilities. Simulations show that energy reduction of up to 43% and 46% can be 
achieved in DT17 and COST37 network topology scenarios, respectively. Moreover, 
when using modulation format adaptation it can be observed that a higher efficiency 
(often higher compared to the efficiency of symbol-rate adaptation) of this strategy is 
achieved for larger networks (in terms of optical reach) due to a larger variation of the 
number of regenerators. The grooming approach is able to reduce even more the 
power consumption but its efficiency is dependent on the network topology. Thus, 
higher energy savings are possible for smaller network topologies, due to the fewer 
possible source-destination node pairs for the requested connections. When using a 
“mixed” adaptation (symbol-rate and modulation format) together with grooming – 
the highest energy savings are achieved at the expense of a more complex control 
plane. The interesting observation of this work is that in smaller networks, a good 
trade-off between control plane complexity and energy savings is to deploy only 
symbol-rate adaptation; while for larger networks, an optimum choice is to deploy 
mixed adaptation without a grooming procedure. 
 
2.4. Energy savings in dynamic and resilient 
optical networks based on traffic-aware 
strategies 
 
The work in this paper (Appendices, [D]) introduces the resiliency aspect to the 
traffic-aware elastic optical networks approach regarding the challenge of reducing 
energy consumption. The resiliency mechanism adds an extra source of lowering the 
energy efficiency in core optical networks. This is because more network capacity and 
a significant amount of extra optoelectronic devices have to be deployed. Hence, two 
scenarios describing protected and unprotected networks are compared and analyzed. 
Results show that when deploying symbol-rate adaptation higher energy savings are 
achieved in unprotected networks, while for protected networks the modulation 
format adaptation is a better choice. When deploying the more complex “mixed” 
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adaptation, 39% and 70% energy savings are achieved for unprotected and protected 
cases, respectively. 
 
2.5. Power efficient service differentiation based 
on traffic-aware survivable elastic optical 
networks 
 
The work in this paper (Appendices, [E]) adds to the previously listed research studies 
the case of differentiating services based on their associated class of protection. Thus, 
a power efficient service differentiation is proposed based on the elastic and sleep-
mode capabilities, as well as grooming approach using elastic optoelectronic devices. 
This approach is compared with the classical solution of deploying the optical 
connections statically without elastic optical network capabilities. Four classes of 
services were defined: Platinum, Gold, Silver and Best Effort based on different 1+1 
and 1:1 dedicated protection schemes. Simulations show that when no elastic 
capabilities are taken into account the ratio between the different service classes 
distribution highly influences the power consumption while Platinum and Silver 
demands are the most power hungry services. Moreover, when elastic capabilities are 
considered, the dependence of the power consumption on the service class distribution 
becomes negligible. Moreover, thanks to the introduction of a grooming mechanism, a 
higher Quality of Service (QoS) is enabled from the protection point of view to the 
Silver connection. This is because a Best-Effort connection can be transported over 
the protection section of a Silver connection when grooming conditions are met – 
hence, activating the operational mode for the idle devices associated to the Silver 
connection for a certain period. 
 
2.6. OPEX savings based on energy efficient 
strategies in NREN Core Optical Networks 
 
The work in this paper (Appendices, [F]) focuses on mapping the previously 
performed research studies into a realistic case of an existing NREN (National 
Research and Education Network) core optical infrastructure and opening up 
discussions and awareness of the energy efficiency and power consumption models 
within NREN community. Results of analyzing NORDUnet traffic pattern on 
aggregated links with customers show that when computing peak vs. average traffic, 
ideally 32%, 43% and 69% energy savings could be achieved on a daily, weekly and 
yearly basis, respectively. Within the energy savings achieved on a weekly basis, 
exclusively the drops in the traffic give 11% savings during the weekend. Within the 
energy savings achieved on a yearly basis, 26% are given exclusively by the yearly 
growth. Thus, it results that a significant opportunity for performing energy savings in 
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NREN core optical networks is available when enabling elastic optical networks for 
tuning the capacity and power consumption to the real traffic variation. Results show 
that up to 50% energy savings can be achieved in both NORDUnet and GEANT core 
optical networks. Moreover, it is observed that modulation format adaptation is 
significantly more efficient in the case of GEANT topology compared to symbol-rate 
adaptation, due to the existence of longer link spans. 
 
2.7. Evaluation of Flex-Grid architecture for 
NREN optical networks 
 
The work assigned to this extended abstract (Appendices, [G]) considered an in-depth 
evaluation of the impact that Flex-Grid technology reveals within current NRENs’ 
core optical networks. Flex-Grid technology was suggested as a solution to cope with 
different challenges in NREN transport networks such as traffic increase as well as 
introduction of novel physical layer services. The work emphasized the different 
challenges faced by the introduction of Flex-Grid as well as possible solutions:  
- an increased complexity and extension requirements for a GMPLS-based 
control plane; 
- fragmentation problem and hitless de-fragmentation approaches; 
- minimum channel width given by the limitation in electronic processing; 
- dependency on the  optical network topology; 
- migration options from Fixed-Grid infrastructure to a Flex-Grid enabled one; 
- introduction of new photonic services with special requirements supported by 
Flex-Grid: e.g. Frequency Transfer Application, Time Synchronization 
Application, High data-transfer between Data Centers, Transfer of Broadband 
Frequency; 
- guard bands separations; 
 
2.8. Evaluation of Distributed Spectrum 
Allocation Algorithms for GMPLS Elastic Optical 
Networks 
 
The ongoing work in this paper (Appendices, [H]) focuses on investigating different 
spectrum assignment algorithms for the Flex-Grid elastic optical networks while using 
a GMPLS-based control plane. The control plane is deployed without routing features 
in order to emphasize the role of the spectrum allocation algorithms and the 
performance of the RSVP-TE proposed extensions. New allocation methods such as 
“SSbalanced” and “Metric balanced LP” are proposed and compared with classical 
First-Fit allocation method. Results show that “SSbalanced” method can reduce 
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fragmentation with up to 10% while blocking is reduced with 10% for low loaded 
network scenarios. “Metric balanced LP” provides better results in terms of 
fragmentation, which is reduced with 50% while blocking is similar with the First-Fit 
allocation case. 
 
2.9. Spectrum defragmentation based on Hitless 
Network Re-Optimization with RSVP-TE in 
GMPLS-based Flexible Optical Networks 
 
The ongoing work in this paper (Appendices, [I]) focuses on the problem of 
fragmentation which is characteristics to Flex-Grid enabled elastic optical networks. 
Hence, a solution is proposed to perform de-fragmentation based on modified RSVP-
TE Refresh messages and between 3% and 25% improvement in connection blocking 
probability is achieved. The method uses RSVP-TE Refresh messages to collect the 
necessary information to re-allocate the channels with only few changes in the RSVP-
TE signaling procedure. The method does not rely on OSPF-TE link state 
advertisements (LSAs) and hence, an overloaded control plane or the existence of 
decisions based on outdated routing information is avoided. Moreover, due to the 
possibility of re-tuning the transponder laser to a wider or tighter spectrum slice, the 
method is performed in a hitless manner and the connectivity is not interrupted during 
the re-configuration process. 
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II. Theoretical background 
 
3. Motivation 
3.1. Communication systems and network 
infrastructures 
 
Communication systems nowadays represent a key aspect driving the evolution of the 
individual and organizational day-to-day life. Communication systems always rely on 
an infrastructure, which can vary from underground infrastructure (copper cables, 
fibers etc.), to air-based infrastructure (radio communications, etc.) or even rely on 
complex physics mechanisms such as quantum-based systems. 
The infrastructure behind a communication system is often deployed by large public 
or private entities referred as network providers. A network provider can be often 
integrated into a popular Internet Service Provider (ISP) or have a dedicated activity 
on providing only connectivity to various foreign entities. The main service offered 
by a network provider is the network connectivity with specific properties varying 
from the type of infrastructure (wireless, wired etc.) to data capacity (e.g. going from 
a few kbps to several Gb/s) and down to advanced mechanisms for access control, 
monitoring etc. 
From an architectural point of view, a network is often classified on a geographical 
manner spanning over different geographical areas while they are divided into the 
following three entities or layers (as depicted in Figure 1): 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Today’s common network architecture 
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- Core network – referring to a set of high capacity network resources 
(connections bandwidth ranging often above 1Gb/s, link lengths of hundreds 
of km and more, connections lifetimes often semi-permanent) which are 
optimized to exchange data received from metro elements and eventually 
connect to other infrastructures. 
- Metro network – referring to a set of medium to high capacity network 
resources (connections bandwidth ranging often between a few Mb/s to a 
few Gb/s, link lengths ranging from a few hundred meters to a few km); it 
aggregates the data received from the access network elements and always 
forward it to other access network elements or aggregate and forward it to 
core network layer. 
- Access network – referring to a set of low to medium capacity network 
resources (connections bandwidth smaller compared to metro and core 
networks, shorter link lengths and both semi-permanent and temporary 
connections lifetime) which connect directly to users (e.g. end devices, 
buildings, enterprises, houses, etc.); the access network entities are 
connected to metro network entities for higher-layer connectivity as well as 
to other access network elements. 
 
The focus of this thesis is on the planning or operation of core network areas with 
already aggregated data links. 
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3.2. Changes in today’s network traffic 
 
Probably the main challenge present in today’s core optical networks is the high and 
continuous traffic growth, which directly affects the revenue of the network operators. 
Indeed, the strong effect that the traffic growth has on the revenue comes from the 
decrease of the revenue per bit (the higher traffic has to be transported with a smaller 
cost per bit, i.e. 100Gb/s costs less than 10x10Gb/s). 
 
 
Figure 2. Traffic growth according to Cisco VNI [3] 
Figure 2 shows the forecast for the overall Internet traffic growth: it triples between 
2013 and 2018 [3]. It is important to note the data traffic partition: the higher traffic is 
expected to be associated to the Internet Video, which increases with 50% between 
2013 and 2018. At the same time the total share of the Internet Video from the overall 
Internet traffic varies from 42% in 2013 to 60% in 2018. The File Sharing, Web/Data 
and Managed IP Video traffic types continue to grow as well but this growth is 
slower, hence they will decrease their share from the overall Internet traffic.  
Moreover, in [3] a measurement shows that the amount of video (represented by the 
viewing time) consumed by users is increasing linearly with the increase in the speed 
of the fixed broadband connection (i.e. technology advance such as WDM PON) as 
shown in Figure 3. Indeed, video traffic represents one of the main drivers, which 
determine changes in the overall network requirements. 
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Figure 3. Video Minutes per Viewer vs. increased speed of Fixed Broadband connections 
 
Figure 4 shows another impact given by the traffic growth as studies in [3]. It has 
been observed that while the Internet traffic experiences a relatively constant growth 
pattern, during the busiest hour of a day the traffic growth is much higher compared to 
the average. The traffic growth in 2012 was 32% during the busiest hour compared to 
a 25% growth for the average traffic growth. This results in a more variable and 
dynamic traffic behavior, which in turns requires a more flexible way of providing the 
capacity to the user throughout current network infrastructures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Online video traffic growth forecasts depending on the time of the day 
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In Figure 5, the strong dynamic traffic behavior is emphasized in NORDUnet core 
network while measuring the aggregated NORDUnet traffic with its research and 
education networks customers. It can be observed that the traffic varies between less 
than 10Gb/s at minimum values up to more than 50Gb/s for the high peaks. 
 
Specifically for core networks, the traffic has experienced a 30-60% compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR) over the last two decades while it is estimated to continue 
growing at least with a similar trend [4]. 
The internet traffic growth can be explained by at least two main changes, which act 
at the interface between the user and the network:  
 Novel access technologies:  
The advances in the technology brought advanced solutions at the access network, 
which allow the users to access higher bandwidths at higher or similar price. Today, 
users are able to acquire a FTTH (Fiber-To-The-Home connectivity) or a VDSL 
(Very High bitrate Digital Subscriber Line) link, which could allow them to access the 
network at speeds up to 100 Mb/s or 20 Mb/s respectively. Moreover, the mobile 
connectivity allows now to reach bitrates up to 100Mbit/s thanks to the introduction 
of MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) and OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency-
Division Multiplexing) technologies and LTE/4G architecture. 
 
 Novel applications: 
In parallel with the network access technologies, new applications were developed 
over the network infrastructure thanks to the availability of higher bitrates. Various 
examples (as shown in Figure 6) such as Netflix – which allows broadcasting of HD 
 
 Figure 5. Weekly traffic variation measured in 1
st
 of Sept 2014 for aggregated NORDUnet 
traffic with Customers [4] 
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online video, 3D TV – broadcasting the London Olympics 2012, or even highly 
specialized medical applications which require the transfer of high resolution 
radiograms. An example of the impact of novel applications (i.e. Netflix) in the 
business model of a network provider is a deal made in February 2014 [5] between 
Netflix (video-rental company) and Comcast (U.S. network operator). According to 
the deal, Netflix would pay to the network operator in order to support the 
development and proper network access for its clients (while the network operator 
would not financially afford the necessary network investments required by the users 
specifically for running the new service/Netflix); 
 
The Service Level Agreements (SLAs) represent another stress factor on designing 
and operating core optical networks today. Considering the fact that a network 
operator can now provide services for many different types of customers, the SLAs 
become very diverse and introduced tighter constraints for the operators. This faces 
often the very static nature of the optical resources deployment and determines 
significant financial investment in order to cope with the requirements. As an 
example, a financial customer could ask and pay for network connectivity with very 
low latency and dedicated protection, which could only be provided with transparent 
optical links. To provide such a link (and in case, provide protection mechanisms too) 
– depending on the scenario, strong constraints are placed on the network planning 
and on the operations which would significantly influence the cost. 
The energy consumption or the electricity demand is another issue of the core 
networks and of the ICT industry in general. In a study presented in [6] and 
emphasized in Figure 7, it can be seen that if the electricity demand would follow a 
growth proportional with the traffic increase, in less than 10 years a bottleneck can be 
foreseen due to the limitation given by the maximum amount of produced electricity 
in the world. However, if the advances in the Silica technology are taken into account, 
   
 
   
 
Figure 6. Novel access network technologies and applications driving traffic increase 
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significant reductions in the electricity consumption can be achieved (blue line in 
Figure 7). However, the ICT target for the growth in electricity consumption calls for 
a lower increase and this demands for continuous research and work to be done in the 
area of energy efficient communication systems. 
 
Figure 7. Electricity demand in ICT industry and physical limitation of electricity production [7] 
The traffic in core networks experiences various changes from the perspective of the 
requested connections. This is because the new services are completely different from 
historical services considering that today there is a significant presence in the network 
of data-center connectivity, high quality streaming services or medical 
communications infrastructure. The changes address different parameters of a 
requested connection and they can be categorized as follows and emphasized in 
Figure 8: 
 
Figure 8. Highly dynamic variation of the optical connection parameters 
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 Variation in connections’ bitrates:  
Not long time ago a connection request would have a relatively low variation 
in terms of bitrate (e.g. STM-1) while lately, with the high increase of the 
bitrates in parallel with the continuous existence of services which demand a 
low bitrate – the possible requested bandwidth for a connection can 
significantly vary. Thus, there can be a data-center request for a back-up 
operation, which often is described by a high bandwidth requirement (e.g. 
100Gb/s). On the other extreme, there can be an isolated mobile base station 
(BS) which requires an optical connectivity with a relatively low bitrate (e.g. 
1Gb/s). 
 
 Variation in connections’ lifetime:  
An optical connection is not always requested as a permanent link but it can 
also be defined by a specific lifetime. When taking into account a data-center 
connectivity backup – such connection can be requested only for a few hours 
(often during the night). Another example can be that of connecting a 
temporary TV studio for an event (e.g. Olympic Games) which would only be 
in place for a few days or weeks. In the other case, when connecting a mobile 
base station – it is often the case that it is semi-permanently established.  
 
 Variation of connections’ distance:  
The distance is an important parameter of an optical connection because it is 
the main factor driving the power budget, regeneration needs, interconnections 
and other configurations required to set-up the link. When connecting a mobile 
TV studio (e.g. broadcasting a football game or a concert) – it is normally a 
matter of kilometers in order to link the stadium or the concert hall with the 
television’s headquarters. On the other side, when a pan-European link 
connecting facilities of customers placed in different countries can often reach 
distances of a few thousands of kilometers. 
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3.3. NORDUnet optical transport network 
 
NORDUnet A/S is a collaboration between the five Nordic Europe countries while it 
provides interconnectivity between the corresponding five National Research and 
Education Networks (NRENs): DeIC in Denmark, RHnet in Iceland, UNINETT in 
Norway, SUNET in Sweden and Funet in Finland. NORDUnet serves the entire 
Nordic region consisting of five countries and three autonomous areas with a total 
population of 25 million people using 9 official languages. Together, the Nordic 
region places as the world’s 7th largest economy.  
The business value of NORDUnet is to provide a world-class network infrastructure 
and related services for the nordic Research and Education (R&E) Community which 
consists of more than 400 research and education institutions and more than 1.2 
million users [8]. 
 
 
Figure 9. NORDUnet Optical Transport Network [8] 
As shown in Figure 9, NORDUnet has its own optical transport network which 
consists of 4 interconnected ring networks running with 100G lambdas and 10G OTN 
protected circuit services based on Ciena 6500 Optical Platform. 
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3.3.1 The NORDUnet transmission network 
 
Optical network architecture in NORDUnet is traditionally based on specialized 
international high-performance communication systems. The first optical network 
deployed was built on channel multiplexing, band multiplexing and wavelength 
blockers, delivered on the 1626 LM (Light Manager) product by Alcatel-Lucent 
(ALU) and dark fiber from various vendors. This, however, was an interim solution, 
which at a later stage was to be replaced with wavelength selective switch 
components (WSS) and tunable transponders. At the time of the network deployment, 
the WSS components from ALU were considered bleeding edge and state of the art in 
terms of design, dynamics and flexibility, and it enabled NORDUnet to easily operate 
10Gb/s and 40Gb/s client signals in any of the channels in the C-band.  
The wavelength selective switching components in the 1626 LM product were 
utilizing diffraction grating and 2D MEMs (Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems) 
technology and made multi-degree tunable, reconfigurable optical services and 
photonic switching possible.   
The NORDUnet network topology is a basic ring-type structure with dual presence in 
each country, as shown in Figure 10, hence providing resilient access to the connected 
routers (one or more), which are present in all sites, except HMB1 and HMB2 (i.e. 
Hamburg nodes). 
 
 
Figure 10. The NORDUnet transmission network 
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After an obligatory procurement process (in the fall of 2013), NORDUnet kicked off 
the project “PRISM” to completely replace and upgrade the transmission network 
together with Ciena which was the selected transmission equipment vendor. Based on 
recent internal network technology studies, it was clear from the beginning that the 
new network should be based on coherent 100Gb/s-line technology, 10Gb/s and 
100Gb/s client rates, and that the services should be restorable as a minimum for the 
traffic below 100Gb/s. This restoration capability should be done through an 
active/intelligent control plane.  
NORDUnet believes that future transport network services should be delivered on 
transparent, agnostic, and open platforms as well as being delivered with the best 
protection restoration and monitoring capabilities to guarantee first class reliable 
services. For this reason, amongst others, the addition of an OTN (Optical Transport 
Network) switching layer was also a requirement from the beginning of the project. 
Finally, the network topology was expanded to include London and Amsterdam 
exchange points in the network topology, as depicted in Figure 11. The latter was 
achieved as an alien wavelength in the spectrum of the Dutch research and education 
network SurfNET. In reality, this can be seen as a “native” alien wave as Ciena also 
delivers SurfNETs DWDM platform. Hence, the optical control functions on the two 
networks are essentially the same and therefore ease the provisioning efforts. 
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Figure 11. The NORDUnet future network 
 
The selected network architecture was based on Ciena’s coherent Wavelogic3 (WL3) 
technology with advanced modulation and compensation techniques like spectral 
shaping, PMD (Polarization Mode Dispersion) compensation, and soft decision FEC 
(Forward Error Correction). 
The new optical layer is also WSS-based Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop 
Multiplexers (ROADMs) but not tunable anymore as the flexibility has been moved 
up in the layer 1 with the addition of Ciena’s Intelligent OTN Control Plane which 
provides automated service provisioning and mesh restoration capabilities.  
By the end of 2014 the PRISM project was completed and is now operational as 
NORDUnet’s new production transport network. 
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4. Elastic Optical Networks 
 
Elastic Optical Networks [9] represent a novel network concept, which has been 
proposed in order to solve major challenges in core optical networks regarding the 
continuously increasing traffic demand, decreasing revenue per bit, lack of scalability 
and ever-increasing energy consumption. The introduction of Elastic Optical 
Networks was facilitated in part by the development of the coherent detection in 
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks as well as the introduction of 
the digital signal processing (DSP) modules in the transponders. 
 
 
Figure 12. Elastic optical network components 
 
According to the main components of the Elastic Optical Network architecture, 
depicted in Figure 12, there are four different research directions that have to be 
addressed: 
 Optical layer: Elastic transponder (TRX) and Elastic Optical Cross Connects 
(OXC) which have to be capable of handling elastic optical parameters; 
 Electrical layer: Elastic interfaces between Routers and elastic transponders; 
 Management: Control plane in support of elastic connection deployment; 
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 Network reconfiguration: New performance predictors and resource allocation 
algorithms for leveraging the optimized operations; 
 
Elastic Optical Networks consider the variation of multiple parameters, which 
describe an optical connection with the sole purpose of enabling the flexibility in 
setting up, or reconfigure that connection in both an offline and online manner. The 
parameters, which are considered for adaptation, are:  
 
 Modulation format: 
“Classic” optical networks allow for a fixed or pre-defined modulation format 
configured on an optical channel – according to the type of the transponders in 
use. A problem is given by the fact that different transponders with different 
available modulation formats are needed for serving a 2.5, 10, 40, 100-Gb/s or 
beyond. Common modulation formats used for 10Gb/s and 40Gb/s 
connections are RZ/NRZ-OOK (on-off-keying, carrying the information in the 
amplitude in non-return-to-zero or return-to-zero manner), BPSK, QPSK 
(Binary/Quadrature Phase Shift Keying, carrying the information in the phase 
of the optical signal) with or without polarization division multiplexing (PDM) 
with two orthogonal polarizations. In [10] it is emphasized that for deploying a 
100, 200 or 400-Gb/s optical channel at the same symbol-rate (28-32 Gbd), the 
required modulation formats are PM-QPSK, PM-16QAM and PM-256QAM 
while enabling 4, 8 and 16 bits/symbol respectively. The consequence of using 
a more complex modulation format for increasing the bitrate is the exponential 
reduction of the optical reach and a trade-off is always to be taken into 
account. One of the reasons of introducing more complex modulation formats 
was to remain compatible with the 50GHz channel spacing in DWDM 
networks [13]. 
 
 Symbol-rate: 
The common symbol-rate values for 100Gb/s channels today are 28-32 Gbaud 
and only slow improvements are expected [11]. However, it is important to 
enable the reconfiguration of the symbol-rate while keeping a constant 
modulation format (and a constant optical reach) and achieving different 
bitrates, (a higher symbol rate allows packing a higher number of symbols into 
the same time period at the expense of increasing the required channel 
bandwidth as well as optical signal-to-noise-ratio). Moreover, the symbol-rate 
variation has its own limitations given by the electronics. When reducing the 
symbol-rate, the modulation format becomes more and more complex for 
supporting the same bitrate. However, there are two advantages for lowering 
the symbol-rate: to use lower speed and cheaper electronic components with 
lower power consumption as well as reducing the spectrum requirements in 
order to fit the 50GHz spectrum grid and lower grids (with the adoption of 
Flex-Grid [10]).   
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 Channel spacing: 
DWDM is currently the standard technology to deploy multiple optical 
channels within a single optical fiber. Recently for coping with the increasing 
spectral efficiency, narrower channel spacing is taken into account and 
according to [13], besides the legacy 50 and 100-GHz grid, two narrower ones 
have been introduced 12.5 and 25-GHz. However, considering that the 
DWDM system can only select one of the five available channel spacing, it 
turns out to provide a very inefficient usage (e.g. if 12.5GHz spacing is used, 
high bitrate channels cannot be accommodated, while if 50GHz spacing is 
selected and low bitrates channels are used – significant amount of spectrum is 
wasted). However, in ITU-T’s edition 2 from 2012 of defining DWDM 
spectrum division, the idea of Flex-Grid has been introduced where a channel 
can have variable spectrum grid assigned. This will be detailed further in 
Section 4.2. 
A review of the impact of Flex-Grid introduction has been made in [12] where 
it is shown that while lowering the symbol-rate from 28 to 14Gbaud, while 
changing the modulation format from QPSK to 16-QAM, the required 
spectrum grid decreases from 50GHz to 25GHz (at the expense of reducing 
the optical reach from 3500 to 1200 km). 
 
 Forward Error Correction: 
Forward Error Correction (FEC) modules are an important component of the 
transponders in order to support an improved Bit Error Rate (BER) and extend 
the optical reach of the signal [14]. The challenge with today’s implementation 
of FEC modules in transponders is that they are statically configured meaning 
that whatever the distance of a requested optical channel is, the FEC module 
works with the same overhead and the same efficiency. Thus – a good 
approach in support of the elastic optical networks concept is to enable 
adaptation of the implemented FEC module and be able to select between a set 
of predefined FEC codes with different efficiencies according to the requested 
distance, capacity to be transported and channel physical conditions [15]. 
 
Once the adaptation is enabled at all the four parameter levels, a much better 
utilization of the optical resource can be achieved (without exceeding the physical 
limitations) throughout transponders and optical cross connects. Moreover, the optical 
resources can indeed be used as an on-demand service while being able to adapt to 
various customer demand (e.g. they can better adapt to day/night fluctuations by re-
tuning the capacity and thus limiting the amount of required overprovisioning). 
The elastic interfacing between the client layer (IP/MPLS) and the optical layer 
(transponder) was addressed in Celtic EO-Net project [16] with a novel approach 
based on 100GbE. The solution proposed to address the variable 100GbE incoming 
traffic with 10 lanes of 10Gb/s each and thus send to the transponder a variable 
bitrate. Moreover – in order to ensure the granularity of the output traffic, there were 
three solutions proposed: to turn on and off some of the 10Gb/s lanes (hence, ensure a 
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10Gb/s granularity), to vary the bitrate of each lane (e.g. at a 1Gb/s granularity) or the 
combination of the two. 
Since elastic optical networks change the static paradigm of the optical deployment 
towards a rather dynamic approach, a significant impact is made on the control 
functions. A new approach on control plane architecture has to be made in order to 
cope with the challenges brought by the dynamicity of the parameters. Currently, two 
approaches have a significant research interest and they refer to extending the current 
GMPLS standards and a more disruptive approach based on Software Defined 
Networks (SDN) and partially making use of OpenFlow protocol. Moreover, hybrid 
approaches are proposed while trying to combine the benefits of the two approaches. 
More details on the control plane strategies for Elastic Optical Networks are given in 
Section 5. 
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4.1. Elastic Optoelectronic Devices 
 
There has been significant work on proposing different elastic transponders designed 
such as the ones based on single-carrier technologies. In [17] and [18] a format-
versatile transceiver and coherent detection schemes derived from 100Gb/s 
polarization-division-multiplexed quaternary phase shift keying (PDM-QPSK) enable 
a data-rate tuning from 25 to 100Gb/s with a 25Gb/s step. In [19], eight modulation 
formats and symbol-rates up to 28Gbaud were used and they could be switched in the 
nanosecond regime reaching up to 336Gb/s with 64QAM modulation format in a dual 
polarization setup. Moreover, solutions based on Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM) were also proposed: in [20] adaptive OFDM transponders use 
coherent transmission with polarization multiplexing and results showed that reach 
dependent capacity improves significantly the network performance. In [21] a novel 
architecture named “SLICE” proposes a transponder, which takes client data and 
maps it in G.709 OTN frames, which are then transformed onto the optical OFDM 
signal (i.e. OFDM enables transmitting the data over multiple orthogonal subcarriers 
with a frequency spacing of the inverse symbol duration). In [22] the hardware 
efficiency of the variable bitrate transponders based on OFDM is demonstrated for a 
bitrate range 10-100Gb/s. Another novel approach was proposed in [23] where an 
optical transmitter based on dynamic optical arbitrary waveform generation (OAWG) 
was used to create high bandwidth data waveforms in any modulation format and thus 
allowing software defined transmission parameters acting as a flexible bandwidth 
transponder.    
The work performed along this Ph.d. project considered the elastic transponder 
proposed in the Celtic EO-Net project ([2] and [16]) based on single-carrier 100Gb/s 
PDM-QPSK coherent detection. The transponder considered the variation of the four 
parameters: modulation format, symbol-rate, channel spacing, and forward error 
correction (FEC) as it follows: 
 
 The elastic transponder, presented in [24], is able to tune between different 
modulation formats. Single polarization binary phase shift keying (SP-BPSK) 
is achieved when having identical independent binary signals (I1=Q1=I2=Q2) 
and thus obtaining 1 bit per symbol which enables a 25Gb/s payload. 
Polarization division multiplexed – binary phase shift keying (PDM-QPSK) is 
implemented when the two pairs of binary signals are equal (I1=Q1 and 
I2=Q2) achieving 50Gb/s. Polarization-switched QPSK (PS-QPSK) encoded 
with Q1 = I1 XOR Q1 XOR I2 allowing 75Gb/s payload. Moreover, the 
PDM-QPSK encoding with four different binary signals I1, Q1, I2, and Q2 
achieve 100Gb/s. The data-rate vs. reach tradeoff for these modulation formats 
is detailed in Table 1. It is important to note that they are reach dependent and 
according to the studies made in [24] show that the power consumption of the 
format-adaptive transponder does not depend on the chosen modulation format 
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and it is similar to the power associated to a standard 100Gb/s PDM-QPSK 
transponder. 
 
Format name SP-BPSK PDM-QPSK PS-QPSK PDM-QPSK 
Data rate at 
symbol rate R 
1R 2R 3R 4R 
Distance L at 
optimum power 
3L 2L 1.5L L 
Table 1. 100Gb/s PDM-QPSK available modulation format configuration [16] 
 
  The symbol-rate can be switched between 7, 14, 21 and 28-Gbaud while 
keeping the same architecture of the 100Gb/s single-rate transponder and only 
tuning the clock reference. The work done in [24] shows that when tuning the 
symbol-rate the optical reach remains approximatively the same. However, 
considering that in coherent receivers a large part of the power consumption is 
generated by the data processing of the ASICs and/or FPGAs (framer, FEC 
codes and DSP blocks), the power consumption of the transponder can be 
approximated in a linear relation with the clock frequency. Hence, four 
different power consumptions were obtained: 189, 206, 255, and 350 W for 
the four different symbol-rates associated to 25, 50, 75 and 100Gb/s data-rate 
configuration. 
 
 The 100Gb/s PDM-QPSK elastic transponder does not consider specific 
spectrum grid tuning but constraints can be considered in order to generate 
certain spectrum-slice characteristics. More details on channel spacing are in 
Chapter 4.2. 
 
 The FEC code adaptation is taken into account at the FEC modules for the 
coding and decoding procedures when varying the overhead (due to the data-
rate variation) as shown in [25] where variable-rate FEC codes were used with 
variable signal constellations and a fixed symbol-rate. Also, an important 
aspect related to the elasticity of the FEC codes refers to the possibility of 
reducing the energy as shown in [26] where a Low Density Parity Check – 
based (LDPC) encoding was used and a pre-determined minimal number of 
iterations could be made at the receiver stage by having an estimate model for 
the bit-error-rate (BER). Moreover, in [27] an adaptive forward error 
correction (FEC) allows to perform continuous adjustments to its own code 
rate by adding extra parity bits to the data stream when extra capacity is 
available. The results show that the additional parity information can decrease 
the number of necessary decoding iterations, which in turn reduces the power 
consumption in iterative decoders when the data-rate variations experience 
low peaks.  
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In addition, it is important to consider that Optical Cross Connects (OXC) and 
Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS) are also required to work with variable optical 
filtering and allow bandwidth variable channels operation. Enabling OXC and optical 
filters (like WSSs) to handle bandwidth variable spectrum has been made by the 
introduction of Bandwidth Variable - Wavelength Selective Switches (BV-WSS) 
based on Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCOS) and micro electro mechanical systems 
(MEMS) technologies as described in [28] and [29]. 
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4.2. Flexible grid 
 
The optical transmission systems were able to reach impressive advances regarding 
the total available capacity within an optical fiber without facing the physical 
limitation of the capacity given by the available optical spectrum in a fiber. Once the 
new 100Gb/s systems were introduced at a large scale, a typical 50GHz grid was 
completely filled with one channel at 2 bits/Hz spectral efficiency. Moreover, new 
technologies such as 200Gb/s, 400Gb/s or even 1Tbps would require a 75, 100 or 
even 200GHz spectrum. Hence, it can be foreseen that in an optical system where 
connections would vary in bandwidth between 10 or 40GHz up to 1 THz, spectrum 
spacing with significant variations has to be accommodated and thus it needs to be 
provided in a more flexible way. 
Flex-Grid considers a lower channel spacing (25, 12.5 and 6.25GHz, according to 
ITU-T’s specifications in [13]) and the possibility of using more contiguous spectrum 
slots for one single optical channel (see Figure 13). The lower limit of 6.25GHz 
defined by ITU-T was chosen while taking into account the physical limitations as 
well as the increasing cost of the optical filters and bandwidth variable wavelength 
selective switches (BV-WSSs). Hence, by reducing the grid, a significant gain is 
given at the cost of increased complexity of the optical filters, which have to handle 
small spectrum slots. In [30] a stress-case study of Flex-Grid was performed where 
the spacing was narrowed down to a “gridless” context and the results showed that at 
a certain granularity (i.e. 3GHz) the achieved performance is similar to the one of 
“gridless” case. Moreover, the problem of spectrum spacing reduction is more 
complex considering also the filtering-induced impartments. The work in [31] shows 
that a 37.5GHz channel spacing can ideally enable 33% extra available spectrum 
when compared to a 50GHz grid; however, when filtering penalty is introduced in the 
simulations the results show that in transparent network scenarios the extra available 
spectrum is drastically reduced.  
 
 
Figure 13. Flex-Grid architecture and slice definition 
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Figure 13 shows a comparison between two Fixed-Grid deployments (50GHz and 
25GHz) and a Flex-Grid architecture. It can be observed that in Fixed-Grid the 
channel spacing is rigid and it cannot be tuned to a certain request of spectrum width. 
However, the Flex-Grid concept introduces the idea of a slice, which consists of a 
number of contiguous Elementary Spectrum Slots (ESSs). The ESS is referred as the 
smallest defined channel spacing (e.g. 6.25 in Figure 13) which cannot be further 
divided. Hence, an optical channel can be assigned to a spectrum slice with a variable 
size depending on the number of contiguous ESS that it contains. 
There are a number of parameters, which define a Flex-Grid system as proposed in 
[32] and [33]: 
 Frequency slot (or spectrum slice) – referred as a frequency range allocated to 
(or reserved for) a given channel; in the work presented in this thesis, this is 
referred as a “slice” consisting of multiple contiguous elementary spectrum 
slots (ESS); 
 Spectral slice (or Central Frequency Granularity/CFG) – represents the 
spacing between allowed central frequencies (e.g. 6.52GHz) 
 Slot width (or Spectrum Slice Width/SSW) – represents the complete width of 
a frequency slot/slice in the flexible grid; 
 Slot width granularity (or Spectrum Slice Granularity/SSG) – defines the step 
that provides possible values for the width of a Spectrum Slice (e.g. for ITU-
T’s recommended 12.5 Spectrum Slice Granularity/SSG, a slice width can be: 
12.5, 25, 37.5 etc.) 
 
In Figure 13 three slices are described with different widths and it can be observed 
that Spectrum Slice #1 consists of 6 ESSs while spectrum slice #2 consists of 2 ESSs. 
Moreover, from a control point of view, every spectrum slice is described based on 
two elements, as proposed in [33]: 
 Nominal central frequency (f): denoted as “n” and can be always built by 
following the formula: 
f = 193.1 THz + n x 0.00625 THz  eq. (1) 
“f” is integer positive, negative or 0; 
     193.1 THz is ITUT’s central frequency for transmission over C band; 
 
 Slot width (or slice width): denoted as “m” and it is given by the following 
expression: 
Slice width = m x SSG   eq. (2) 
 SSG represents the Spectrum Slice Granularity; 
 “m” is integer greater or equal to 1; 
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In Figure 13, it can also be observed that Spectrum Slice #1 is defined by a nominal 
central frequency equal “-8” and a slice width equal “3”; while Spectrum Slice #2 is 
defined by n=+6 and m=+5; 
There are different challenges, which Flex-Grid architectures are facing, and apart 
from the associated control plane implementation, which will be detailed in the 
following sections, fragmentation represents one of the main issues that have to be 
addressed. Fragmentation represents the case when due to a high dynamicity of 
connection requests, different spectrum slots are reserved along the available 
spectrum in a fiber causing multiple available slices, each of them having a spectrum 
width smaller than the common connection requests. Hence, despite the fact of having 
overall significant amount of available spectrum, it is impossible to find a contiguous 
set of spectrum slots in order to fulfill the minimum spectrum requirements given by a 
connection request. 
The classical solution to reduce the spectrum fragmentation in optical links is to use 
the control plane for re-allocating the connections in a way, which minimizes the 
fragmentation. Two common methods for performing spectrum slots reallocation are 
Make-Before-Break [34], which is a possibly disruptive method, and a hitless method, 
which takes into account to re-assign a channel in neighboring positions over the 
same link in the path while avoiding channel losses. 
The Make-Before-Break method is not recommended for dynamic network scenarios 
because it takes into account changing the existing path for the connection that is to 
be re-allocated in spectrum. Thus, when performing the transition from the existing 
route to the new one, despite the existence of buffer memories it is likely to 
experience traffic loss. 
In the case of hitless de-fragmentation methods, commonly push-pull [35] techniques 
is used in order to re-allocate the existing spectrum slots to a neighboring position in 
such a way that the merged spectrum of the current slice and of the newly selected 
slice will form a single contiguous spectrum slice. In this way, the generated laser 
spectrum width can re-tune from the initial slice to the merged spectrum slice while 
shifting the central frequency. Afterwards, the central frequency is shifted once again 
and the spectrum slice is reduced in order to position the laser on the final spectrum 
position. The advantage of this method is that the traffic perceives the re-
configuration in a transparent way and thus it is non-disruptive. Previous work [35], 
[36] and [37] have proposed hitless de-fragmentation techniques while [37] is using 
OSPF-TE routing information in order to obtain spectrum information on all links and 
then use it for re-allocation decisions. 
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5. Control planes for Elastic 
Optical Networks 
 
5.1. Distributed control plane 
 
One of the most common solutions proposed to control Elastic Optical Networks and 
Flex-Grid architectures was a GMPLS [38] based control plane. A reason for 
choosing GMPLS to enable management and control in an elastic optical network was 
the fact that GMPLS is today a mature control framework, which is already adopted 
by more and more operators while extending the capabilities of GMPLS can be done 
relatively easily following the ongoing standardization process. 
GMPLS consists of three main functions, which can be provided with different 
protocol choices. The link discovery management protocol is commonly provided 
using LMP [39] protocol. The routing function can be realized with Open Shortest 
Path First – Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE) [40], [41] or Intermediate System to 
Intermediate System (IS-IS) [42] protocol. Signaling function can be provided with 
Resource ReserVation Protocol – Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [43] or Constraint-
based Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) [44]; however, from 2003, 
IETF MPLS working group decided to mainly focus on RSVP-TE for signaling in 
MPLS/GMPLS networks [45]. 
The Link Management Protocol (LMP) is responsible to manage Traffic Engineering 
resources and link attributes within GMPLS. Considering that in large networks, 
managing the attributes of the physical resources in a manual way is not scalable, 
LMP is proposed to provide an automatic process for managing traffic-engineering 
links. As described in [39], the main two functions of LMP are to provide control 
channel management and traffic engineering link property correlation while LMP 
could also provide physical connectivity verification and fault management. From an 
elastic optical network applicability point of view, LMP is required to be able to 
manage link properties that can change while enabling elasticity such as spectrum grid 
properties (central frequencies spacing, minimum and maximum width, etc.). 
 
5.1.1 Routing and Open Shortest Path – Traffic 
Engineering (OSPS-TE) 
 
OSPF-TE is responsible within GMPLS protocol suite for performing the routing 
procedure. As described in [41] and also emphasized in Figure 14, the properties of 
the GMPLS TE links are advertised using specific packets called Link State 
Advertisements (LSAs). The TE LSAs are advertised by every node to the other 
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nodes in the network so that after the flooding has converged, every node can have the 
overall picture of the available resources in the whole network area.  
 
 
Figure 14. OSPF-TE advertisements in GMPLS control plane 
The TE LSAs are opaque LSAs with an area flooding scope and they have only one 
top-level TLV (Type Length Value) triplet [40] and one or more sub-TLVs which can 
be used for extensions. These sub-TLVs are also targeted in elastic optical networks 
for being used as extensions to advertise elastic parameters. At the end of the flooding 
process, each node can gather the resource availability information in a database. Path 
Computation algorithms can then use this database in order to select a certain path 
with corresponding resources according to the incoming request. Figure 14 
emphasizes the presence of a database in every GMPLS node where information 
about Flex-Grid resources is gathered together with information about elastic 
parameters or other information, which can be required by the Path Computation 
algorithm. 
 
Figure 15. Advertising Flex-Grid information via OSPF-TE 
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Figure 16 shows the encapsulation format of a Traffic Engineering (TE) Link Local 
LSA [41], which is used to advertise traffic engineering information over a given 
interface to the neighbors connected to that interface. Hence, as shown in Figure 16, a 
TE Link Local LSA is a so-called opaque LSA with type 9 (acting as link-local 
flooding) while Opaque Type is 1 (equivalent to TE LSA). The information is then 
encapsulated in the TE LSAs. 
 
 
Figure 16. A Traffic Engineering Link Local LSA format 
Concerning elastic optical networks, OSPF-TE has to be able mainly to handle 
flexible spectrum operations. Hence, apart from the wavelength switching capability, 
in [46] the new Spectrum-Switch-Capable (SSC) switching capability is introduced 
and gets assigned value “102”. Moreover, two formats to advertise spectrum slots 
information are proposed: 
 Bit-Map format (type 1 sub-TLV): each bit in the Value field of the sub-TLV 
represents the availability of one spectrum slot of width equal to the value in 
SS field (Spectrum Slot spacing: 1, 2, 3 or 4 for 100, 50, 25 and 12.5-GHz 
respectively); 
 List and Range format (type 2 sub-TLV): there are more entries in the Value 
field which contain two values – a Start and an End Spectrum Slot identifier 
which define a part of the spectrum advertised as busy/used; 
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Figure 17. Type 1 sub-TLV showing a Bit Map format encoding of Flex-Grid information within 
OSPF-TE LSAs 
Figure 17 shows the encoding of a TE LSA, which advertises the availability of the 
spectrum slots within a link. It is important to note the type (which reflects the Bit-
map encoding in the Value field) and the Slice/Spectrum Spacing (SS) value of “4” 
(representing a 12.5GHz spacing) while the “N-start” value of “-142” identifies the 
usage of an extended C-band spectrum and the presence of “384” slices/spectrum 
slots (separated by 12.5GHz, resulting into 4.8 THz available spectrum). The 
“Min/Max Slot Width” determines the fact that an LSP can request a spectrum slice 
with a minimum width of 50GHz (4x 12.5GHz) and a maximum width of 400GHz 
(32 x 12.5GHz). The last part of the Value field enlists 48 bytes, which give the status 
of every slice/spectrum slot out of the total 384. 
Initial work [47] and [48] on performing routing and using OSPF-TE for handling 
elastic optical network connections focused on using a simplified encoding for 
flooding physical layer information using TE LSAs. Thus, the dynamic status of the 
frequency slots was not advertised but instead OSPF-TE extensions were used to 
advertise information about aggregated bandwidth for each link. This was a preferred 
choice both because IETF hasn’t had standardized yet the encoding for advertising 
spectrum slots statuses and also it implies having a simplified OSPF-TE control plane 
operation. Also, work in [49] and [50] emphasized the fact that the dissemination of 
the available frequency ranges associated to the spectrum slots by using OSPF-TE is 
to be further investigated since it raises challenges concerning scalability due to the 
high number of nominal frequencies in the C band when using small channel spacing. 
The IETF draft [51], which defined the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) 
information for Wavelength Switched Optical Networks (WSONs), has been extended 
by the work in [49]. There, a new Explicit Route (ERO) sub-object was defined in 
order to allow the elastic parameters (i.e. modulation format, FEC, spectrum) to be 
carried as TLVs either within RSVP-TE signaling or by PCEP (Path Computation 
Element Protocol) [52]. 
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5.1.2 Resource ReserVation Protocol – Traffic 
Engineering (RSVP-TE) 
 
RSVP-TE is responsible for signaling in GMPLS controlled optical networks; thus, 
RSVP-TE handles the configuration of all cross-connects which are supporting the 
optical connection by using a message exchange from the ingress Label Edge Router 
(LER) to the egress LER, as emphasized in Figure 18. Hence, a PATH message is 
used to announce the attributes of the newly requested LSP and from the egress node 
a RESV message returns to trigger the actual reservations.   
Figure 18. RSVP-TE signaling in GMPLS control plane 
 
RSVP-TE is commonly used today to reserve a wavelength for an optical channel and 
this functionality has to be extended in order to enable the set-up of elastic optical 
connections. Three main directions need to be addressed for extending RSVP-TE 
towards elastic capabilities: 
 Path message has to transport a parameter, which defines the amount of 
spectrum that is required to be reserved. Compared to the case of Fixed-Grid 
networks, an LSP can differ from the point of view of the amount of specified 
spectrum. Hence, a new parameter entitled “m” in [53] was proposed and 
previously described in Section 4.2. Two objects are going to describe the 
Flex-Grid attributes in PATH and RESV messages [53]: 
o In PATH message: the SENDER_TSPEC object which indicates the 
requested resource reservation (bandwidth/label/spectrum request); 
SENDER_TSPEC Class 12 is assigned for Flex-Grid networks; 
o In RESV message: the FLOWSPEC object which indicated the actual 
resource reservation (bandwidth/label/spectrum confirmation); 
FLOWSPEC Class 9 is assigned for Flex-Grid networks; 
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 The definition and encoding of the new labels (slices/spectrum slots) has been 
defined in [54]. The label concept (as known from Fixed-Grid networks) has 
to be generalized and a new format has to be used in order to enable the 
description of both fixed-grid and Flex-Grid LSPs. For compatibility reasons, 
the generalized label format is modeled on the fixed grid label defined in [55] 
as described in Figure 19:  
 
 
Figure 19. The Flex-Grid label encoding 
Thus, the new generalized label concept introduces new values for “Grid” and 
“Channel spacing (CS)” parameters as shown in Table 2: 
 
Grid Value  CS Value 
Reserved 0 100GHz 1 
ITU-T DWDM 1 50GHz 2 
ITU-T DWDM 2 25GHz 3 
ITU-T Flex 3 12.5GHz 4 
Future Use 4-7 Flexible Grid 5 
   Reserved Other 
Table 2. Grid and channel spacing values in a Flex-Grid architecture 
 
A Flex-Grid environment introduced the new Grid type “ITU-T Flex” and assigned 
one of the previously reserved values (i.e. 3) while the channel spacing considers a 
new value (i.e. 5) as indicating a Flex-Grid enabled network. Moreover, while in 
Fixed-Grid networks the CS value represented the channel spacing as being the 
spacing between two adjacent channels (and always a constant value), in Flex-Grid 
networks, the CS field describes the nominal central frequency granularity.  
The “Identifier” and “n” fields from the generalized label (Figure 19) remain 
unchanged from the Fixed-Grid labels definition [55]. In addition, the newly 
introduced field “m” is defined according to the descriptions in Chapter 4.2. It is 
important to note also that RSVP-TE signaling is a distributed approach and the 
generalized lambda interpretation has to be possible at each hop along the path. 
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5.1.3 Routing Modulation and Spectrum Assignment 
(RMSA) 
 
In Wavelength Switched Optical Networks (WSONs) the problem of finding a 
physical route (routing) and allocating a wavelength (or label) is known as Routing 
and Wavelength Assignment (RWA). In Spectrum Switched Optical Networks 
(SSONs) the equivalent process is referred as Routing, Modulation and Spectrum 
assignment (RMSA). An RMSA process is responsible to compute: 
 A physical route from source to destination; 
 A set of contiguous spectrum slots available on all links along the path (also 
called Spectrum Continuity Constraint / SCC); 
 A set of elastic parameters such as: modulation format, number of OFDM sub-
carriers, Forward Error Correction (FEC) code, etc.; 
 
As described in [33], there are multiple architectural approaches for the RMSA 
process: 
 Combined RMSA (Routing & MSA): represents the case when a single entity 
computes with a dedicated algorithm at the same time both the routing and the 
spectrum slots assignment. This case requires that the respective entity (e.g. 
PCE element or Ingress node) has the overall network resource and 
connectivity information (i.e. spectrum availabilities, links, interfaces, etc.); 
 Separated RSA (Routing + MSA): represents the case when one entity handles 
the routing path while another entity handles the modulation and spectrum 
assignment problem. This requires that each entity has the required 
information (first entity requires the link connectivity information and 
eventually overall resource availability information for performing advanced 
routing decisions; the second entity only requires resource availability 
information in the network); 
 Routing and Distributed MSA (Routing + DMSA): represents the case when 
one entity handles the routing decision while the modulation and spectrum 
assignment are handled in a distributed manner by collecting hop-by-hop the 
availability of the resources (modulation formats, spectrum slots, etc.) and 
taking a decision at the egress node between the commonly available 
resources along the path (often GMPLS and RSVP-TE is used for collecting 
the available resources and reserving them); 
Figure 20 provides an example of Combined or Separated RMSA where the 
Modulation and Spectrum are chosen before the signaling procedure is initiated with 
RSVP-TE PATH message. Hence, in current example, an LSP with a spectrum slice 
width “m”=2 is requested and based on the overall resource information available in 
Node A, it is decided that central frequency “n”=2 is to be used. RSVP-TE PATH 
message goes from source to destination checking (once again) the availability of the 
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slice and if no changes occur, a RESV message returns from egress node to ingress 
node reserving the spectrum slice along the path. 
 
Figure 20. Centralized spectrum assignment 
Figure 21 provides an example of Routing and Distributed RMSA where Node A is 
(eventually) not aware of the available resources in the network and thus it only 
performs the routing procedure and chooses a path (A-B-C). Afterwards, an RSVP-
TE procedure is initiated with an input of spectrum slice width requirement of “m”=2. 
A PATH message checks the availability of the spectrum slots from the ingress node 
to the egress node and collects the commonly available central frequencies which are 
available for a slice width of “m”=2. When the PATH message reaches the egress 
node (Node C), a local policy decision (e.g. First Fit, Random Fit, Last Fit, etc.) 
chooses one of the available central frequencies and returns a RESV message to the 
ingress node which makes the reservation of the spectrum slots assigned to the chosen 
slice. 
 
Figure 21. Distributed Spectrum Assignment 
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Multiple studies addressed the issue of offline RMSA planning [56] - [61] while 
others focused on the online dynamic RMSA problem [62]-[71]. In the work 
performed within this thesis, the focus is on dynamic RMSA approaches only. 
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5.2. Software Defined Networks and centralized 
control plane architecture 
 
The software defined optical transport networks is not included in the research 
objectives of this thesis but in order to have an overall view of the state-of-the-art in 
optical transport networks it is important to mention also the competing technologies. 
The focus on centralized control plane solutions in optical transport networks started 
to raise once the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) concept became a main 
research-topic in the last years. The idea of having software-defined network 
functions is not a novel concept in the area of telecommunications but the 
introduction of OpenFlow (OF) [72] in support of SDN architecture represents a novel 
approach. OF and associated architectures based on SDN and OF received a higher 
interest due to the continuous industry support in developing OF within Open 
Networking Foundation (ONF) organization [73]. SDN architecture differs from 
traditional networking due to its ability to separate the control plane from the 
forwarding plane while supporting the architecture of software-defined networks 
acting as southbound application programming interface (API) (as shown in Figure 
22). SDN allows programming the network infrastructure based on the idea of 
decoupling applications (or network services) from the physical infrastructure. Hence, 
using OF (or any other solution for southbound API, e.g. sFlow) a layer of abstraction 
from the physical network to the control element is provided and this allows the 
network to be configured and controlled through software code while opening up a 
huge opportunity for providing innovation. 
As depicted in Figure 22, the SDN architecture considers the separation of data-plane, 
which becomes a simple forwarding hardware and the control plane at the physical 
layer consisting of an OpenFlow agent, which has to ensure communication with the 
centralized network control. Moreover, SDN architecture consists of three main 
components or functions: 
- an open vendor independent interface (preferably; but it can also be a 
vendor specific interface) where the most popular and industry supported 
solution is OpenFlow; the role of this interface is to work as an API between 
the physical nodes and the centralized operating system; 
- the Network Operating System (or also referred as SDN controller) consists 
of a centralized environment for running the network functions; 
- open APIs represent the northbound APIs which enable 3rd party service 
development on top of the provided network infrastructure; in this case 
service providers are able to benefit from the fact that there are no more 
compatibility restrictions related to the physical infrastructure; 
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Figure 22. SDN architecture 
SDN implementation also enables a set of novel functionalities and a few 
implementation examples are as follows: 
- network virtualization: the idea of dividing a physical network into multiple 
virtual networks becomes easier regarding the implementation and the 
operational aspects compared to the case of traditional networks; thus, SDN 
enables, in comparison with existing network virtualization technologies, a 
more complex virtualization where the entire network is abstracted and 
represented as a single switch; moreover, the virtual network operator (the 
one using the virtual network provided through SDN) can easily manage its 
network using policies provided on top of the switch virtual abstraction; 
- dynamic network access control: considering that every new connection or 
traffic exchange has to be notified in the SDN controller, unless rules were 
proactively added in the OF agent, a dynamic network access control can be 
provided; 
- bandwidth on demand (BoD) services: on-demand connections established 
by the customers via a bandwidth scheduler application deployed over an 
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SDN controller; connection parameters can be given over the northbound 
API [74]; 
Within an SDN/OF environment the network connectivity is not layer-based but it 
considers the concept of flows. Thus, a flow defines a sequence of packets with 
common characteristics requested to be forwarded between a source and a destination 
node. From an OF point of view, the flow is defined as a combination of a 12-tuple 
(L2, L3 and L4 headers) which form a single flow definition based on the 
corresponding headers. This flow definition is added in a flow table of the OF Agent 
(e.g. OpenFlow switch). New extensions of the OF protocol, enable matching not only 
on L2-L4 header fields but also on lower layer header fields (L0-L1), making it 
feasible for controlling both packet switched and circuit switched network domains. 
For identifying a circuit switched domain, a 5-tuple field corresponds to an optical 
flow. Starting with OF version 1.0 draft 0.3 [75], OF standardization considered the 
components and the basic functions of circuit switched domains based on time-slots, 
wavelength and fibers.  
In [76] and [77], a control plane architecture based on OF for optical SDN was 
proposed. The solution is based on extended OpenFlow controller and thanks to OF it 
is able to abstract the switching entity and the transport format of different 
technological domains (i.e. Flex-Grid to Fixed-Grid, Flex-Grid to Packet Switched 
and Fixed-Grid to Packet Switched) in the form of generic flows and using multiple 
intra-domain flow tables (used to configure the network elements). A novelty of the 
solution is that it utilizes an inter-domain flow table, which enforces the cross 
technology constraints for bandwidth allocation when a connection has to cross from 
one technology domain to another (e.g. Flex-Grid to Fixed-Grid). Simulations in [76] 
show also that when comparing a hybrid GMPLS-OF implementation vs pure OF 
architectures, significantly lower set-up times are achieved for the latter choice. 
In [78] a review of benefits and challenges for extending SDN concepts to transport 
network architectures is provided including optical channels and fiber switches, 
circuit switches and sub-wavelength optical bursts. The review emphasizes the 
additional challenges that an optical transport network has to face in an SDN 
environment due to the need to consider physical constraints (optical signal power, 
bandwidth availability, bandwidth granularity, etc.).  
In [79] the first demonstration of a fully integrated SDN-controlled bandwidth-
flexible and programmable Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) optical network is 
detailed. The demonstration includes three Architecture on Demand (AoD) nodes, 
which are linked by two Multi-core Fibers (MCF) carrying sliceable spatial 
superchannels. A novel SDM flow-mapper is proposed and a multi-dimensional 
bandwidth slicing service is able to map the network application requirements to the 
spatial superchannel slices and switching technology available in the AoD nodes. 
An interesting approach is detailed in [80], where an OF-based control plane 
architecture for spectrum sliced elastic optical network, entitled “OpenSlice”, allows 
dynamic end-to-end path provisioning and IP traffic offloading. Thus, a Multi-flow 
Optical Transponder (MOTP) [81] is used in order to identify packets of incoming IP 
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flows according to their destination addresses and/or VLAN tags in order to split them 
into several sub-flows. Moreover, the architecture considers Bandwidth Variable 
Wavelength Cross-Connects (BC-WXCs) and together with the MOTPs they are 
connected by OpenSlice extensions and controlled by a NOX controller [82]. 
Experimental results show that the OpenSlice architecture is able to provide lower 
path provisioning latency when deployed in a network with average paths longer than 
3 hops while for smaller network spans a GMPLS-based control plane has a better 
performance. 
In [83] a novel implementation of a control plane based on a stateful PCE working as 
an OF controller (entitled SPOC) is proposed in order to handle Flex-Grid 
architectures. The controller runs RMSA algorithms while the service establishment 
and tear-down is done by PCEP (Path Computation Element Communication 
Protocol) protocol with specific extensions. In [84] a large-scale Flex-Grid optical 
network testbed with 1000 virtual optical transport nodes was deployed in order to 
evaluate the performance (i.e. scalability, bandwidth limitation and restoration time) 
of SDN based architectures. The work in [85] focused on moving from the common 
case of deploying Coherent Optical OFDM (CO-OFDM) transmission to Direct-
Detection Optical OFDM (DDO-OFDM) with the purpose of using a simpler 
hardware and software implementation. The outcome is the demonstration of a low-
cost solution for elastic optical networks implementation mainly for short to medium 
sized networks. 
There are a large number of different implementations and experiments around the 
centralized control of optical transport networks based on SDN (w/o OF). However, 
there are also multitudes of challenges that need to be addressed by the research 
community before having a mature solution: 
- Scalability issues in large networks (carrier-networks) with a high traffic 
dynamicity and heterogeneity; 
- Security issue on how to handle 3rd party service deployment on a carrier-
network; 
- Single-point of failure due to the presence of a single (or few) controller; 
- Increasing operational costs due to the need to provide a different software-
oriented expertise in carrier-networks organizations; 
Centralized control plane implementations and specifically SDN/OF based solutions 
are proposed in support of deploying Flex-Grid enabled elastic optical networks as a 
competitor for distributed GMPLS-based control plane framework. Despite the many 
advantages that an SDN-based control plane provides for the future optical transport 
networks, only the future research will show whether this promising solution becomes 
the next generation of control planes in carrier networks.  
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5.3. Energy efficiency based on Elastic Optical 
Networks 
 
Energy consumption in telecommunication networks represented a key interest for the 
research ongoing in the recent past. According to [86] energy efficiency becomes a 
critical aspect when relating to economical perspectives: 
 27% increase between 2012 and 2016 of network energy use; 
 75% increase of global GHG emissions due to ICT between 2002 and 2020; 
 Internet is the 5th energy consuming source; 
 75% of the energy bill of telecom operators is given by the network; 
 The energy bill represents between 7 and 20% of the operators OPEX; 
Moreover, according to the study performed in [87], apart from the main sources of 
energy consumption such as data centers and access networks, the optical network 
starts representing one significant source for the overall operator’s network energy 
consumption as shown in Figure 23. 
 
 
Figure 23. Structure of energy consumption in an operator’s network [87] 
 
Figure 23 also shows that an increase in energy consumption of approximatively 10% 
is experienced between 2009 and 2017. 
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There are different approaches for measuring the power consumption of a network 
according to [88] which defines the energy efficiency metric as the ration between the 
functional unit (e.g. total amount of transported data) and the energy necessary to 
deliver the functional unit (total energy consumed). In this work, the following 
power/energy measurements are taken into consideration: 
 Power per transported data traffic (Watt/bit/second): considers the peak power 
of the network and the amount of transported traffic; however, this cannot 
consider the eventual usage of sleep-mode strategies for disabling certain 
elements in the network;  
 Energy per processed data volume (Joule/bit): considers also the impact of 
sleep-mode strategies and other variations of power consumption over a 
certain period.  
The goal of energy efficiency studies in ICT is to both propose new strategies for 
improving the energy efficiency as well as de-couple the increase of power 
consumption from increase in traffic demand. The reduction of energy consumption 
refers to different layers in the network and the focus in this work is on the core 
optical transport network. 
There are at least three main factors, which drive the energy reduction strategies in 
optical transport networks: 
 Traffic growth and overprovisioning 
The continuous traffic growth experienced by core optical networks determines the 
need of using overprovisioning when deploying new resources. Hence, not only that 
traffic grows and has time variations but the commissioning of new network resources 
is done at regular intervals (e.g. per quarter, semester, year etc.). This requires the 
network operator to deploy more resources than the actual predicted traffic demand 
during the period between two consecutive commissioning activities. Hence, 
according to the work in [89], capacity overprovisioning has to enable sufficient 
capacity on the links allowing the network to cope with any kind of overload such as: 
overload given by statistical variations of the normal traffic matrix; overload given by 
traffic shifts due to routing mechanisms; or overload due to redirected traffic given by 
network restoration configurations. 
The impact of overprovisioning in terms of energy efficiency relates to a very 
inefficient utilization of the resources. Improvements can be suggested for 
overprovisioning planning by using elastic optoelectronic devices, which can tune 
their capacity according to the traffic demand or temporary overload. 
 Peak vs average traffic variations 
Despite the fact that optical networks are quasi-static (all the network resources are 
powered considering the peak traffic and independent from the variation in 
transported capacity), in order to improve energy efficiency, the usage of the optical 
resources should be placed in accordance with the requested traffic. Thus, in different 
operator networks in Europe, different fluctuations are observed as the ones presented 
in [90] where day-night traffic fluctuations in aggregated core links were used in 
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order to adapt the usage of the optoelectronic interfaces. Traffic values for 24h 
variations were considered for Orange network, Amsterdam international exchange 
(IX) point and DT (Deutsche Telekom) network from [18], [91], and [92] as shown in 
Figure 24: 
 
 
Figure 24. Daily traffic variations measured for different network operators [90] 
Hence, according to Figure 24, while all three networks achieve a maximum of 100% 
in traffic volume, the minimum values are 14%, 30%, and 5% for Orange, Amsterdam 
IX and DT network respectively while the average traffic volume is 61%, 72% and 
15% respectively. It can be observed that depending on the network characteristics, 
there can be a very high peak to average traffic ratio (e.g. for DT network) and in such 
cases the fact that the network is powered up always for the case of 100% traffic 
volume determines a very inefficient power consumption and resource utilization. 
 Service protection and survivability 
Survivability represents a key feature in todays and future optical networks [93] and it 
affects significantly the energy efficiency. Dedicated protection schemes such as 1+1 
or 1:1 are based on the idea of pre-reserving resources in parallel with the working 
path and thus be able to recover fast in case a failure occurs. This demands a 
significant amount of extra resources and extra-consumed power since the amount of 
resources powered on in a protected scenario is often at least doubled. The reason for 
this is the fact that the working path is the optimum path while the protection path is 
often longer (in terms of hops or distance). This determines a very inefficient usage of 
the resources and power consumption and leaves space for significant improvements. 
When elastic optoelectronic devices are taken into account, the power consumption 
can be optimized by using the capability of placing certain elements in the protection 
path in low power modes (e.g. idle or off). 
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There are two main approaches used for energy reduction of optical transport 
networks: sleep-mode strategies, which try to place different elements in the network 
at lower power states and rate reduction strategies, which try to decrease the symbol-
rate of the different active elements in order to reduce their power consumption. 
 
5.3.1. Sleep-mode strategies 
 
Sleep-mode approaches represent a straightforward direction in optical transport 
network for reducing energy consumption. Hence, a strategy to improve the energy 
efficiency in future optical transport networks is to provide the power according to the 
supported traffic variations. Most approaches are focusing on link amplifier sites and 
optoelectronic devices (OEs) – transponders and regenerators, to be placed in 
different sleep modes. 
The approach of placing link amplifier sites in sleep mode refers to switching off 
optical amplifiers on unused links in the network with the purpose of reducing overall 
power consumption as described in [94]. This solution assumes the fact that optical 
amplifiers can be placed in sleep mode and that they can be switched in a very short 
time to active mode when a new connection is requested. However, no technology has 
yet been proposed so far for changing the states of the amplifiers along an optical link. 
Moreover, in a long-haul link, when a high number of optical amplifiers have to be 
sequentially activated, the total time for waking up all amplifiers would surely 
become a limit factor for protection links. 
The approach of placing optoelectronic devices in sleep mode refers to switching off 
unused OE devices in the network with the purpose of reducing overall power 
consumption as described in [95]. According to [95], transponders and regenerators 
can be placed in three different power states: up, down and idle (as shown in Figure 
25). In Idle state, the optoelectronic devices are not operational but placed in semi-
powered state, which allows a fast switch to up state (tens of milliseconds) due to 
keeping on the components, which require thermal stabilization.  
 
 
 
Figure 25. Sleep-modes transition for opto-electronic devices [95] 
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An example of power reduction given by sleep-mode state of regenerators and the 
ability of using elastic optoelectronic devices is given in Figure 26 where the variation 
in incoming bitrate is considered and the channel data-rate is reduced from 100Gb/s to 
50Gb/s from day to night re-configuration. Hence, when during the night the channel 
is lowered to half the bitrate, also the modulation format is changed and due to a 
longer reach assigned to PDM-BPSK (compared to PDM-QPSK) the regenerator can 
be by-passed and set in OFF or IDLE mode for reducing the energy consumption 
during the night time. 
 
 
Figure 26. Reduction of power consumption due to sleep-mode of regenerators during night time. 
Work in [96] shows an analytical comparison between the two approaches: link vs. 
optoelectronic device sleep mode approaches and results show significantly higher 
savings for the second approach which is also the one investigated during the work in 
this thesis. 
 
5.3.2. Data-rate adaptation strategies 
 
Another approach for energy efficiency refers to varying (and lowering when 
possible) the symbol-rate on network elements with the goal of reducing their power 
consumption. As shown in [97], flexible optoelectronic devices are composed of parts 
which are rate-dependent (i.e. framer and deframer of the client side, Forward Error 
Correction FEC module and Digital Signal Processing DSP module) and others which 
are rate-independent (i.e. client-card; laser and drivers associated to E/O modulation; 
local oscillator, photodiode and analog to digital convertor ADC associated to O/E 
receiver). Thus, the power consumption of an elastic transponder could vary between 
227 and 350W while for an elastic regenerator the variation is between 209 and 414W 
depending on the selected symbol-rate configuration [97]. 
An example of power reduction given by rate adaptation and the ability of using 
elastic optoelectronic devices is described in Figure 27 where the variation of 
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incoming bitrate is considered and the channel data-rate is reduced from 100Gb/s to 
50Gb/s from day to night re-configuration. Hence, during the night when the channel 
bitrate drops to half value, the channel symbol-rate is decreased and reconfigured 
from 28Gbaud to 14Gbaud, which in turn determines a decrease in the power 
consumption of each active optoelectronic device along the path (i.e. both 
transponders and regenerators decrease their power consumption). 
 
 
Figure 27. Reduction of power consumption due to rate adaptation of optoelectronic devices 
during night time 
Results in [97] show that up to 30% average power savings can be achieved during 
the day by applying symbol-rate adaptation strategies together with sleep-mode 
capabilities. However, in such scenario of combined rate adaptation and sleep-mode 
capabilities the gain comes with an expense of a 48% extra cost. Moreover, a quasi-
optimal power savings result (approx. 26%) is obtained when using only rate 
adaptation (without sleep-mode capabilities) with no additional expense in terms of 
optoelectronic interfaces. 
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III. Methodology 
 
Research problem 
The research work performed in this thesis was initiated from the novel concept of 
elastic optical networks and the need to have a corresponding control plane, which 
allows investigating realistic case studies for the introduction of elasticity in core 
optical networks. Initial literature research revealed a lack of support and 
documentation regarding the extended functionality for GMPLS-based control planes 
concerning the control of elastic optical networks. An in-depth study of OSPF-TE and 
RSVP-TE standardization and functionality linked to the description of elastic optical 
networks concept led to the conclusion that Flex-Grid represents a sensitive aspect 
within the road map of introducing elastic optical networks. IETF CCAMP meetings 
initiated the discussions for a common approach on handling Flex-Grid attributes in a 
control plane framework. Starting from the conclusions of initial CCAMP meetings 
the research was directed towards finding optimized solutions for enabling both 
OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE to handle the Flex-Grid parameters. 
Once the requirements for a Flex-Grid enabled GMPLS control plane were in place, 
the research orientation moved towards the effectiveness of a Flex-Grid environment 
and thus the fragmentation problem revealed as a primary issue. 
The need to have a control plane with complete elastic capabilities led the research 
activity towards the architecture of elastic optoelectronic devices where the 
contribution of our partners in the Celtic Elastic Optical Networks (EO-Net) Project 
represented a main source of inspiration. The consequence was the investigation of 
possible solutions to enable OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE protocols for handling elastic 
parameters (i.e. modulation formats and symbol-rates). 
At the moment when the control plane was clarified in terms of required extensions 
for Flex-Grid and elastic parameters, the focus moved towards evaluating possible 
improvements that elastic capabilities could bring in energy efficiency of a core 
optical network. The energy savings considered the unexploited opportunities given 
by predictable traffic fluctuations and traffic growth in aggregated core optical links. 
The traffic variation was inspired by real-time measurements from NORDUnet core 
optical network. 
The possibility to reduce energy by tuning the elastic parameters of optoelectronic 
devices together with sleep-mode capabilities revealed significant amount of possible 
power savings in different scenarios. Moreover, the resiliency requirements and 
service differentiation were introduced in order to find other uses cases, which 
emphasized the efficiency of elastic optoelectronic devices. 
The overall research succeeded in answering a multitude of questions about the 
implementation of Flex-Grid and elastic optoelectronic devices together with energy 
saving strategies within a standard-compatible distributed GMPLS-based control 
plane while analyzing dynamic network scenarios. 
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Solution design 
The research work performed during this thesis was mainly based on developing 
network scenarios and protocol extensions over the discrete event-driven simulator 
OPNET Modeler [98]. OPNET Modeler allows simulating complex networks and 
thus real-case scenarios implementing network architectures such as COST37 [99] or 
NSF [100] networks, which were used for analyzing the proposed mechanisms. 
 
Implementation 
The work in OPNET Modeler started initially from an already existing distributed 
GMPLS model [101] from DTU Fotonik, which was capable to handle dynamic 
connection establishment including network discovery, wavelength reservation (via 
RSVP-TE) and information dissemination (via OSPF-TE). The model was then 
expanded in two phases. OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE were designed in OPNET Modeler 
based on the Finite State Machine (FSM) technique while all the states and the state 
transitions describing the functionality of the protocols or the proposed extensions 
were coded in C/C++.  
In the first phase, Flex-Grid capabilities were added at the network discovery layer in 
order to allow all the elements to handle every fiber at a higher spectrum granularity 
as well as defining the spectrum slots concept for all the fiber links and node ports. 
Moreover, OSPF-TE was extended in order to allow different procedures for 
advertising the availability information associated to the Flex-Grid spectrum slots. 
Due to the high number of spectrum slots present at high granularity configuration in 
Flex-Grid, various challenges were considered on how to realize the dissemination 
process in a scalable way. RSVP-TE was extended as well concerning Flex-Grid 
capabilities, allowing Path, Resv and other Error messages to identify and transport 
information referring to spectrum slots and spectrum slices. The de-fragmentation 
procedure, which was specifically focused on RSVP-TE message exchange, required 
additional extensions to the signaling process in order to enable Trigger messages for 
handling the de-fragmentation procedure. 
In the second phase, optoelectronic devices’ (transponders and regenerators) elastic 
parameters were introduced in the model with the goal of enabling energy efficiency 
strategies. The capabilities of handling a set of modulation formats and symbol-rates 
at every node were added within the network discovery process. The OSPF-TE was 
enabled to advertise every node capability in terms of elasticity parameters as well as 
available number of transponders and regenerators. RSVP-TE extensions represented 
the main focus in the second phase. Path, Resv and Trigger signaling messages were 
extended to encapsulate elasticity parameters of optoelectronic devices as well as 
identifying sleep-mode states and different configurations related to energy efficiency 
strategies. 
An important aspect in the implementation was represented by the traffic generator, 
which was implemented as a distributed source of incoming demands in every node in 
the network with dynamic connection requests following an exponential distribution 
of mean inter-arrival time and connection lifetime. In case of Flex-Grid simulations, 
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the requested connections data-rates were considered constant during the entire life of 
the connections and each simulation was run until the network reached a state of 
convergence (a high enough number of connections was requested in every source 
node with the configured mean inter-arrival time and duration). In case of energy 
efficiency simulations the requested connections data-rates were considered variable 
(periodical fluctuation and overall growth) based on pre-defined variation path (added 
as input *.txt files with values inspired from NORDUnet real-time measurements in 
aggregated core links) and the considered simulation time was selected to 365 days. 
 
Verification and validation 
For verification purposes every network scenario was run at simplified functionality 
(e.g. every link was initially considered as having 1 wavelength available while in 
final simulations every fiber link was configured with 80 wavelengths) and with 
minimum number of variable parameters in order to prove the proper functionality of 
the system. Moreover, in order to ensure the individual functionality of the protocols, 
the network was simulated in simplified version while only running RSVP-TE, 
OSPF-TE, or network discovery functionalities. Similarly, in order to verify the 
correct behavior of Flex-Grid and elastic parameters, after the coding phase was 
completed, the network was simulated in simplified configurations such as using a 
single modulation format and single symbol-rate. Moreover, it was verified that at a 
6.25GHz Flex-Grid set-up, when all connections are requested with the same 
spectrum requirement of 50GHz, the results correspond to the ones of a 50GHz Fixed-
Grid scenario with the same random demand distribution. 
In order to validate the results, a high number of random seeds (varying between 20 
and 100) were used and results were considered within a confidence interval of 95%. 
Moreover, simulations were consequently run with different (increasing complexity 
of) modulation formats to validate the limiting optical reach as well as different 
(increasing) symbol-rates to validate the raise in the power consumption of all 
optoelectronic devices along the path. 
 
Results 
The process of collecting results was based on defining simulation scenarios with 
specified parameters according to the pre-planned strategy. The results were collected 
and exported in Microsoft Excel and extracted as scalars or graphical representations. 
Based on OPNET Modeler functionality, it was able to run the same scenario with 
changed parameters while always keeping the same random distribution of the 
demands – thus allowing a realistic comparison for the variation of individual 
parameters.  
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IV. Conclusions and Outlook 
 
 
Core optical networks are a sensitive part of the roadmap towards developing the 
transport networks of the future. A new set of challenges are faced in the core domain 
given by its nature of transporting large amounts of aggregated traffic between 
separated domains, metro and access networks or data-centers across large 
geographical areas. Due to the continuous development of the access technologies and 
of the user devices and applications, the amount of traffic that users and end terminals 
are generating consists of a strong increase, which has an impact on designing the 
core transport network. The increase in volume of transported traffic, the more 
heterogeneous behavior of the requested connection demands as well as the increasing 
energy consumption and CO2 emissions represent the main challenges, which drive 
the re-thinking of the core optical transport network. 
There is also a sensitive trade-off that a network operator has to consider when 
upgrading its existing optical network and often the profit margins are small enough 
that they require limited investments in capacity increase or technology update. 
Moreover, as new disruptive services (e.g. Netflix) acquire more geographical area 
coverage and increase in number of customers, the network operators are suddenly 
forced to cooperate with the specific service provider and share the costs of the 
network upgrades which was never the case before. Services that drive the network 
development become today’s reality and network operators have to reinvent 
themselves in providing a network service in a profitable manner. 
This chapter summarizes the results presented in this thesis and highlights some future 
research perspectives in the area of elastic optical networks while focusing on four 
main aspects: 
 Elastic optical networks; 
 Flex-Grid architecture; 
 GMPLS-based control plane in support of Flex-Grid and elastic optical 
networks; 
 Energy efficiency strategies based on elastic optical networks under a 
GMPLS-based control plane; 
This thesis makes several contributions in the areas indicated above while it addresses 
the current and future challenges in the area of core optical transport networks. 
 
Elastic optical networks 
Elastic optical networks represent the medium term solution proposed in the near past 
to cope with the challenges faced by core optical networks in terms of capacity and 
flexibility. Elastic optical networks concept is based on the idea of varying multiple 
physical parameters at the optoelectronic layer (e.g. modulation format, symbol-rate, 
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FEC code, channel spacing) in order to precisely adapt the optical connection 
parameters to the properties of the traffic demand. In this case, significant amount of 
optical capacity that was wasted in classical deployments could be used and the entire 
optical transport network can be optimized. Moreover, by enabling flexibility at the 
optical layer, the transport networks acquire a level of intelligence, which is required 
for performing multi-layer network optimization.  
The elastic optical networks concept is based on the development of proof-of-concept 
elastic optoelectronic devices (i.e. elastic transponder and elastic regenerator). Such 
devices were proposed within “Elastic Optical Networks (EO-Net) Celtic Project” and 
their characteristics represented the foundation of the implementation and numerical 
simulations performed in the work of this thesis. It is also important to note that 
elastic optical networks can refer to two different ways of using the optical resource in 
defining a channel. One is by using a single-carrier solution and varying the spectrum 
of that single channel as well as the rest of the optical parameters. The other is by 
using a “super-channel” solution based on OFDM or Nyquist-WDM which enable a 
set of contiguous sub-carriers individually modulated and controlled as a single 
channel. In this work, it was considered only the first approach where single-carrier 
channels were deployed. 
Future research work has to converge towards a standardized way of defining the 
granularity of elasticity at different parameters and to propose a mature approach for 
the architecture of elastic transponders and regenerators as well as elastic aggregation 
interfaces. 
  
Flex-Grid architecture 
A first challenge raised by the introduction of elastic optical networks is how to 
manage a flexible optical spectrum system. By flexible spectrum, a new structure 
within the optical spectrum of a fiber is proposed by defining and using very narrow 
(e.g. 6.25GHz) spectrum slots. Thus, a set of contiguous spectrum slots can form a 
variable size spectrum slice, which can be allocated to any optical connection in a 
flexible manner. Two main issues are faced when introducing Flex-Grid in current 
optical system and they were both investigated in current thesis while solutions were 
proposed based on the support of an extended GMPLS control plane.  
The first issue is about finding solutions to optimally signal and advertise the 
information about spectrum slots statuses in a large network. This needs to consider 
the fact that the number of spectrum slots is much higher compared to the number of 
advertised channels in a classical fixed-grid case (e.g. 6.25GHz grid vs. 50GHz grid 
results in 8 times more information to be disseminated). Moreover, new ways to 
transport and identify the proper information in Flex-Grid via the signaling and 
routing mechanisms are needed. Within the work of this thesis, both RSVP-TE and 
OSPF-TE extensions were proposed and different solutions were analyzed and 
numerically simulated in order to find optimum configurations for running Flex-Grid. 
RSVP-TE PATH and RESV messages were extended to include “generalized labels” 
while reservation mechanisms were enabled to handle Flex-Grid requirements of 
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contiguous slots. OSPF-TE dissemination of spectrum slots statuses was proposed to 
use a bitmap encoding for an optimum trade-off between the “freshness” of the 
available information and the load of the control plane.  
The second issue faces the idea of fragmentation, which is specific to Flex-Grid 
architectures in a similar way, as it exists in computer memory systems. Moreover, 
when running Flex-Grid in a very dynamic environment the fragmentation can 
become an issue that decreases significantly the effectiveness of the solution, and 
eventually makes it unattractive compared to the classical fixed-grid architecture. 
Thus, a de-fragmentation mechanism was proposed based on RSVP-TE Trigger 
messages which are able in a hitless manner (and using a periodical update) to re-
assign the spectrum allocation of a connection in such a way that it always minimizes 
the fragmentation of the spectrum. Future work on de-fragmentation aspects is still 
required because fragmentation is very dependent on the network scenario and traffic 
characteristics and thus different solutions should address different cases in order to 
have a highly scalable control plane. Moreover, additional studies are required in 
order to identify improved methods for spectrum allocation, within RMSA algorithms 
and requirements such as scalability and complexity have to be prioritized.  
Flex-Grid architecture will most likely be deployed in parallel with existing Fixed-
Grid infrastructure due to cost optimization. Hence, it is important that the proposed 
Flex-Grid solutions take into account the need to be compatible with existing 25, 50, 
or 100 –GHz Fixed-Grid networks. 
While Flex-Grid has various applicability scenarios, more studies are required in 
order to quantify the gain of implementing mature solutions in operator networks 
where eventually more capacity could be exploited over the existing infrastructure. 
Also, it has to be taken into account that Flex-Grid is a good solution to enable very 
high-speed channels within submarine communications allowing connectivity of 
400Gb/s, 1Tbps or even more within a single channel while assigning the proper 
spectrum resource. 
 
Energy efficiency based on elastic optical networks 
Energy efficiency is another challenge that raises more and more concerns in core 
optical networks due to the increase of power consumption, which comes as an 
outcome of the increased number of fiber links, and optoelectronic devices 
commissioned in support of capacity increase. However, traffic in aggregated core 
links experiences predictable traffic fluctuations and predictable traffic growth, which 
has to be exploited in order to optimize the usage of the optical resources and the 
power consumption. Thus, thanks to the ability of tuning the modulation format when 
using elastic optoelectronic devices together with enabling sleep-mode capabilities, 
regenerators along the optical path can be bypassed and energy can be saved. 
Moreover, the ability to vary the symbol-rate allows the reduction in power 
consumption of every optoelectronic device along the path when data-rate decreases 
and a re-configuration is performed. The proposed solutions in this thesis consider 
extensions to the GMPLS-based control plane by enabling RSVP-TE Trigger 
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messages to perform verifications and changes with a certain update period as well as 
enabling a policy controller to react and take optimized decisions on the type of re-
configuration that has to be done. Thus, according to the work performed in this 
thesis, by adapting the optical connections data-rates and using sleep-mode 
capabilities according to the data-rate fluctuations and expected growth the power 
consumption can be highly optimized.  
When analyzing power consumption it is important to note that a significant impact is 
given by the deployment of resiliency, which often requires duplication of resources 
in the protected scenarios compared to the unprotected ones. Thereby, in case of 
resilient scenarios the tuning capabilities of elastic optoelectronic devices together 
with the sleep-mode attributes allow for a significantly improved energy efficiency 
compared to the unprotected scenarios. In addition, it is important to note that 
depending on the network characteristics (geographical spans, number of nodes, 
average link length etc.) the efficiency of the energy reduction strategies can 
significantly vary depending on the chosen solution. 
Moreover, future work has to investigate advanced methods on predicting the traffic 
variations in order to enable a proactive approach on channel re-configurations rather 
than a reactive solution as it is proposed now. 
 
Distributed GMPLS vs. centralized SDN-based control planes 
GMPLS-based control planes are not the only solution to handle Flex-Grid and elastic 
optical networks functionality but a significant part of the research today focuses on 
centralized SDN-based solutions often used in conjunction with OpenFlow used as 
southbound API. GMPLS-based control planes are characterized by a distributed 
deployment as they need an instantiation in every node for controlling functions while 
the signaling is performed hop by hop in a successive manner and the routing follows 
a flooding approach while the routing information converges in every node. GMPLS 
can also work partially centralized when deployed together with a Path Computation 
Element (PCE). In this case, a single entity centralizes the path computation functions 
and routing information dissemination while only leaving the signaling to be 
performed in a distributed manner.   
During this work, the focus was placed on the development of a GMPLS-based 
solution because of a double motivation. Firstly, the knowledge in the department and 
previous work was concentrated on GMPLS control planes and contribution on top of 
that could be efficiently performed. Secondly, GMPLS is a mature solution for 
controlling large core optical networks – it has only started in the near past to be 
largely adopted by network operators while SDN-based solutions are still a future 
direction on research and it is not yet confirmed whether they are scalable or 
operationally and economically feasible for implementation in large carrier networks. 
Hence, GMPLS-based control plane solution was considered in this work as being a 
rather practical approach on facilitating the introduction of elasticity and Flex-Grid in 
currently deployed core network control planes. Future work in the area considers 
also hybrid solutions, which take into account a locally distributed approach using 
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GMPLS and a globally unified control using SDN-based solutions in order to 
combine the advantages of the two for having a scalable and operationally feasible 
solution. 
The research work performed in this thesis revealed significant potential for the 
introduction of elastic optical networks together with the deployment of an extended 
GMPLS-based control plane. Increased capacity over existing optical infrastructure, 
an increased flexibility, and improved energy efficiency are three main arguments, 
which make elastic optical networks a promising solution for the future core optical 
network deployments. 
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MOTP Multi-flow Optical Transponder 
MPLS MultiProtocol Label Switching 
NAT Network Address Translation 
NREN National Research and Education Network 
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NRZ Non Return to Zero 
NSF National Science Foundation 
OE Optoelectronic device 
OF OpenFlow 
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
ONF Open Networking Foundation 
OOK On-Off Keying 
OPEX Operational Expenditure 
OSPF-TE Open Shortest Path First - Traffic Engineering 
OTN Optical Transport Network 
OXC Optical Cross Connects 
PCE Path Computation Element 
PCEP Path Computation Element Protocol 
PMD Polarization Mode Dispersion 
PON Passive Access Network 
PS Photonic Service 
QAM Qadrature Amplitude Modulation 
QoS Quality of Service 
QPSK Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 
R&E Resource and Education 
RMSA Routing Modulation and Wavelength Assignment 
RO  Regenerator Object 
ROADM Reconfigurable Add-Drop Multiplexer 
RSVP-TE Resource Reservation Protocol - Traffic Engineering 
RWA Routing and Wavelength Assignment 
RZ Return to Zero 
SCC Spectrum Continuity Constraint 
SDM Space Division Multiplexing 
SDN Software Defined Networks 
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SLA Service Level Agreements 
SP-QPSK Single Polarization - Binary Phase Shift Keying 
SR Symbol-Rate 
SSC Spectrum Switch Capable 
SSG Spectrum Slice Granularity 
SSON Spectrum Switched Optical Networks 
SSW Spectrum Slice Width 
STM Synchronous Transport Module 
TLV Type Length Value 
TRX Transponder 
VDSL Very High bitrate Digital Subscriber Line 
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 
VoD Video on Demand 
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
WSON Wavelength Switched Optical Networks 
WSS Wavelength Selective Switch 
 
